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A B S T R A C T

Forest maps are essential to understand forest dynamics. Due to the increasing availability of remote sensing
data and machine learning models like convolutional neural networks, forest maps can these days be created on
large scales with high accuracy. Common methods usually predict a map from remote sensing images without
deliberately considering intermediate semantic concepts that are relevant to the final map. This makes the
mapping process difficult to interpret, especially when using opaque deep learning models. Moreover, such
procedure is entirely agnostic to the definitions of the mapping targets (e.g., forest types depending on variables
such as tree height and tree density). Common models can at best learn these rules implicitly from data, which
greatly hinders trust in the produced maps. In this work, we aim at building an explainable deep learning
model for forest mapping that leverages prior knowledge about forest definitions to provide explanations
to its decisions. We propose a model that explicitly quantifies intermediate variables like tree height and
tree canopy density involved in the forest definitions, corresponding to those used to create the forest maps
for training the model in the first place, and combines them accordingly. We apply our model to mapping
forest types using very high resolution aerial imagery and lay particular focus on the treeline ecotone at high
altitudes, where forest boundaries are complex and highly dependent on the chosen forest definition. Results
show that our rule-informed model is able to quantify intermediate key variables and predict forest maps that
reflect forest definitions. Through its interpretable design, it is further able to reveal implicit patterns in the
manually-annotated forest labels, which facilitates the analysis of the produced maps and their comparison
with other datasets.
1. Introduction

Forests play an essential role for biodiversity conservation, recre-
ation, carbon sequestration and climate. Monitoring forests closely is
crucial in regard to the current climate and biodiversity crisis, for
example to understand how forest habitats are influenced by changing
climate and project their evolution in the future. To this end, forest
maps are produced all over the world for official inventories, land
planning and research in domains like forest ecology. Historically,
forest mapping has first been conducted through field surveys, which
only allowed measurements with slow updates and limited spatial cov-
erage, with some areas remaining inaccessible. However, through the
use of airborne and satellite sensors, remote sensing enables to monitor
the earth’s surface with imagery with dense coverage and at frequent
intervals. Yet, the time cost of manual annotation involved still limited
the ability to exploit this vast amount of remote sensing data. In recent
years, advances in computer vision and machine learning have enabled
to develop forest mapping methods that are highly automatized (Waser
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et al., 2017). The use of traditional machine learning methods marked a
huge step in decreasing the need for manual annotation. Deep learning,
which has revolutionized the domain of computer vision with Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNNs; LeCun et al., 2015), has then been
adapted for remote sensing applications with great success (Zhu et al.,
2017; Ma et al., 2019), attaining remarkably high accuracies for large
enough annotated datasets.

One challenging aspect of forest mapping is that different defi-
nitions of forest and forest types exist. They commonly depend on
the entity producing the map (institution, country, individual) and on
the management objective (Chazdon et al., 2016). Common criteria
involve variables such as tree height and tree canopy density, structural
form (e.g., shrubs), land use history, as well as spatial extent (area,
width/length). In remote sensing imagery, groups of trees oftentimes
exhibit considerable variations in appearance, even within the same
area of interest. This can greatly affect the mapping continuity across
patches of forest within the context of photo-interpretation. As a result,
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Fig. 1. Illustration of forest boundaries obtained from different forest definitions, over an area with a diffuse transition from forested to non-forested land. The four forest definitions
have differing minimum tree canopy density and minimum tree height criteria.
forest maps from different sources, even when created by different
annotators in the same institution, are likely to exhibit significant
differences. Forest boundaries in particular can vary greatly depending
on the forest definition. This becomes especially relevant at the alpine
treeline, i.e., the upper limit of forest in high-altitude regions, where
the boundaries between forested and non-forested areas are diffuse and
fragmented (Fig. 1).

Deep learning methods used for forest mapping are generally agnos-
tic to such definitions and variables. They learn a complex function that
directly maps pixel values to a forest category by learning on training
labels, which themselves might or might not follow a strict forest defi-
nition. While deep learning-based forest maps can be validated using
external datasets, they fail to provide a transparent and intelligible
explanation for a given mapped area, i.e., they lack interpretability.
Ignoring domain knowledge also hinders model explainability, which
is attained by providing domain-relevant explanations. Interpretability
and explainability are crucial for trust in and usability of the maps
by those they are intended for (Tuia et al., 2021). They also facilitate
improvement of the model itself, as well as verification by domain
experts (Samek et al., 2017).

Recent efforts in interpretable and explainable deep learning at-
tempt to overcome the black-box behavior of deep learning methods,
by making the models’ decision process more accessible to humans and
relevant to the domain. This is often achieved by identifying factors
contributing to a given result and incorporating prior knowledge and
semantic concepts into the models (Marcos et al., 2021; Roscher et al.,
2020). In this direction, we attempt to incorporate prior knowledge
from forestry into deep learning models in an explicit way to solve
an automated forest mapping task. More specifically, we propose an
explainable forest mapping method that explicitly predicts intermediate
variables involved in the targeted forest definition, such as tree height
and tree canopy density, and applies a set of rules that mirrors the forest
definition. This effectively constrains the model in such a way that it is
forced to predict forest types by the rules, increasing trust. As a second
aspect, we address the inherent heterogeneity of forest maps due to
varying definitions and subjectivity, as described above, and furnish the
model with a correction pathway that is able to compensate for errors
in the strict rule-based predictions. This way, the model allows users
to contrast the predictions obtained through the constrained decision
process with available, manually-annotated targets that might deviate
from the definitions, and even quantify the degree to which the model
outcome disagrees with the originally imposed forest definition rules.

All aspects combined, we seek to obtain a means of automated forest
cover and type prediction that (i.) adheres to the forest definitions
respected by annotators to create the reference maps; (ii.) explicitly
predicts intermediate variables used for these definitions; and (iii.) can
override the mechanistic combinatorial of the intermediate variables if
required to compensate for potential biases, such as errors made by the
model when predicting the intermediate variables or the heterogeneity
of the target maps due to annotator biases. In a nutshell, our model can
2

automatically infer forest type maps according to pre-defined rules and
provide evidence for the explanation of the predictions.

We train and test our method over the Vaud and Valais Alps
in Switzerland and focus on the treeline ecotone where forest map-
ping is particularly challenging, due to diffuse and fragmented forest
boundaries. The model yields performance metrics with respect to the
available labels that are close to that of a black-box version of the
model, while providing intuitive spatially-explicit and task-relevant ex-
planations for its decisions. Through a comparison with Swiss National
Forest Inventory measurements, we demonstrate the relevance of the
rule application in our explainable model, as well as the relevance of
the provided explanations. We believe this work to be one of the first to
study the explicit incorporation and understanding of expert-provided
forest definitions into a deep learning model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
a selection of related works. We describe the datasets we used in
Section 3, and the methods in Section 4. We report our experiments
and results in Section 5, before concluding in Section 6.

2. Related works

2.1. Forest mapping

Forest monitoring can be divided into three levels of informa-
tion (Boyd and Danson, 2005): (i) forest extent and change dynamics
(referred to as forest mapping hereafter), (ii) forest type, and (iii) forest
biophysical and biochemical properties. We will consider (i) and (ii) as
part of our forest mapping task.

Optical remote sensing data has become available at a wide range
of spatial, spectral and temporal resolutions and constitutes a crucial
source of information for forest mapping. While low to medium reso-
lution satellite data with high revisit times such as Landsat enable the
production of global, regularly updated forest maps (Song et al., 2018),
authors in White et al. (2016) emphasize the potential of high and very
high spatial resolution data (i.e., with a ground sample resolution lower
than 10 m) for forest inventories. Forest mapping can be viewed as a
regression problem (Leboeuf et al., 2012), but it is more often tack-
led as a classification problem. Methods such as 𝑘-nearest neighbors,
fuzzy algorithms, region growing or merging and maximum likelihood
have been used to map forests by classifying pixels into a few forest
categories (Waser et al., 2017).

A few automated forest mapping methods developed specifically for
treeline ecotones are available in the literature. Several works have
explicitly measured vegetation height or structure using Airborne Laser
Scanning (ALS) data in order to characterize forest at the treeline (Ørka
et al., 2012; Coops et al., 2013; Bolton et al., 2018). However, acqui-
sition of high density ALS data is particularly costly in mountainous
areas with complex topography. Alternatively, one could use Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) data, but the processing of SAR data remains
challenging in these same areas due to geometrical distortion effects
like layover and foreshortening (Morley et al., 2019). Most methods
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thus rely on passive optical data such as aerial and multispectral satel-
lite imagery. A pixel-wise Maximum Likelihood algorithm is applied to
high-resolution satellite imagery in Hill et al. (2007). Authors explore
categorized and continuous representations of the ecotone, derived
from the obtained class probabilities rather than established definitions,
and assess their relevance to various potential uses of the maps. Mor-
ley et al. (2019) apply pixel-wise logistic regression on multispectral
satellite imagery for the application of four forest structure character-
izations: the forest/non-forest definition of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations, 2020), a set of structural classes proposed
in Harsch and Bader (2011) as well as a simplified version of them,
and above-ground woody biomass as a continuous variable. Authors
in Luo and Dai (2013) opt for an object-based approach, consisting of
an unsupervised segmentation step followed by a classification of the
obtained segments with 𝑘-nearest neighbors algorithm. The targeted
forest classes (two forest classes and one other class) are defined by the
authors specifically for the chosen study area. The mentioned meth-
ods have been successful at characterizing distinct treeline ecotones.
Moreover, they share the advantage of using clear assumptions on
the data distribution, and algorithms derived from domain knowledge.
However, they are usually not intended for larger and more ecologically
diverse study areas. In such case, they might suffer from a need for
substantial manual parameter crafting, a lack of expressivity, or a lack
of scalability to larger datasets.

Most recent remote sensing applications employ models from deep
learning, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs; LeCun et al.,
2015). They have been shown to be highly versatile for land use/land
cover mapping (Zhu et al., 2017) and vegetation remote sensing (Kat-
tenborn et al., 2021), yielding high accuracy results even with simple
fine-tuning on annotated remote sensing datasets of off-the-shelf meth-
ods. Methods developed for semantic segmentation, i.e., pixel-level
classification of images, are particularly suited for land cover mapping,
including forest mapping. For example, Wagner et al. (2019) and Waser
et al. (2021) show promising mapping results on land cover mapping
with a U-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015). The first study maps forest
type and disturbance in the Atlantic rain forest, whereas the second
maps dominant leaf type in Switzerland.

The expressivity of deep learning models allows them to capture
complex patterns over large and diverse areas. As a result, they gen-
erally exceed in performance over more traditional methods and have
become the de facto standard for mapping applications. However, their
success comes at the cost of explainability: oftentimes, measured con-
cepts are large in numbers, exhibit complex interactions, and are
of rather abstract nature. Crucially, deep learning models are gener-
ally black boxes, completely obfuscating their internal workings and
processes that led to respective predictions. This greatly limits the
credibility and trustworthiness of such models, no matter their perfor-
mance. In this paper, we thus propose to improve on current semantic
segmentation methods for forest mapping by making them inherently
explainable following explicit forest definitions.

2.2. Interpretable and explainable deep learning

As deep learning techniques are maturing and being incorporated in
real life decision-making or scientific systems, research in interpretabil-
ity and explainability of deep learning models has become crucial,
to ensure reliability and fairness (Samek et al., 2017), but also to
foster scientific discovery (Roscher et al., 2020; Reichstein et al., 2019).
Interpretability of a machine learning model can be defined as its ability
to represent its decision process in a domain that is understandable
by humans (Montavon et al., 2018). We define explainability as one
way to attain interpretability, by obtaining insights based on domain
knowledge that is relevant to a particular application (Stomberg et al.,
2021). The main reason why common deep learning architectures lack
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interpretability and explainability is their high number of parameters.
Indeed, deep learning architectures consist of a succession of tens to
hundreds processing layers, such as convolutional filters in CNNs, that
transform an input into features that help discriminate between classes
or between samples.

Post-hoc methods are one way of make the interpretation of deep
learning models possible, by attaching to a trained model a method
which helps interpret each of the model’s decisions. This includes ap-
proaches that identify which parts of the input contributed to a model’s
decision. For a remote sensing-based approach, this could correspond
to locations in the image, e.g., trees or buildings to detect forest and
urban areas respectively. Such relationships can be revealed through
occlusion sensitivity measurements (Zeiler and Fergus, 2014), which
compare the response of the model with and without occluding small
parts of the input. Instead of altering the input, saliency maps (Si-
monyan et al., 2014) and Grad-CAM measure the gradient of the output
with respect to the input and the activations respectively. All these
methods output a score for each location of the image that indicates
the its relevance for the model’s decision. Instead of looking at the
input, LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016) learns a simple interpretable model
that approximates a complex black-box model, hoping that inspection of
the parameters in the smaller model provides insights into the decision
process of the larger black-box model.

Rather than using post-hoc interpretation tools, interpretability by
design aims at making a model understandable through factoring ex-
plainability into the architecture of the model itself. A common strategy
is to generate a feature map of reduced dimensions (often called
semantic bottleneck) where key concepts (or attributes) of the final pre-
diction outcome are represented. For instance, authors in Al-Shedivat
et al. (2020) predict variables such as ‘‘Has electricity’’ or ‘‘Nightlight
intensity’’ as intermediate concepts and combine them to derive the
final outcome of predicting poverty. In Marcos et al. (2021), con-
cepts including ‘‘man-made’’, ‘‘asphalt’’ or ‘‘ocean’’ are quantified to
predict the scenicness (perceived beauty) of landscape photographs.
The predicted concepts can be combined by a simple interpretable
classifier to obtain a final decision. Such classifiers include probabilistic
graphical models (Al-Shedivat et al., 2020) or linear mappings (Marcos
et al., 2021; Levering et al., 2021). Desired properties of interpretable
features are sparsity of the activations (Marcos et al., 2021) (i.e., only
few concepts contribute to the final outcome) and disentanglement
of concepts in order to ease feature inspection. Sparsity and disen-
tanglement of concepts can be sought for, whether along one of the
concept feature map’s dimensions (Ye et al., 2018; Losch et al., 2019),
or numerically, for example in distinct clusters in the space of possible
feature values (Stomberg et al., 2021). Intermediate concepts used
as the basis elements for explanations can be derived from auxiliary
datasets (Losch et al., 2019; Levering et al., 2021; Marcos et al., 2021)
or domain knowledge about the underlying process (Ye et al., 2018).
They can also be discovered during the learning process, for example
by exploring the structure of the generated features (Stomberg et al.,
2021) or through the learning procedure (Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola,
2018).

A few studies tackle the incorporation of logical rules into deep
learning models to enhance interpretability. In Hu et al. (2016), logic
rules are incorporated in a deep neural network using knowledge
distillation, with a student network which tries to match training
labels while imitating a rule-constrained teacher network. A different
approach is to train networks to choose a rule in a set of possible
rules instead of directly assigning a class, with a generative (Bayesian
Rule List (Letham et al., 2015)) or discriminative (Rule-constrained
Network (Okajima and Sadamasa, 2019)) model.

Our work combines the semantic bottleneck approach with the use
of logic rules in order to attain explainability. Our proposed model
generates an intermediate feature map quantifying two key concepts,
which are defined using domain knowledge consisting of the official
definition of the targeted forest classes. To combine these interme-

diate predictions, we use logic rules with fixed parameters that are
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Fig. 2. Study area, displaying the general appearance with Sentinel-2 imagery (a) and the partition into training, validation, and test sets (b).
also derived from the forest definitions. Context-specific behavior is
accounted for using a parallel feature extractor, which learns to correct
the predictions obtained by applying the logic rules. Through this
correction pathway, the model is allowed to learn patterns found in
the manually-annotated targets that are not explicitly expressed in the
forest definitions.

3. Data

Study area. We explore the task of forest mapping over a 5897 km2

area, comprised of the Valais canton and a subregion of the Vaud
canton in Southern Switzerland (Fig. 2(a)). The study area is divided
into square tiles of size 1 km × 1 km, corresponding to the tiling system
of the SwissImage aerial images described in the following paragraph.
In order to focus on forest boundaries between the subalpine and alpine
zones, only the 2660 tiles intersecting the altitude range 1500–2500 m
a.s.l are included in the dataset. The footprint of these 2660 tiles, as
well as the distribution among training, validation and test sets, are
displayed in Fig. 2(b) as green, blue and red squares, respectively.

SwissImage. We use SwissImage-10 aerial images from 2017 as the
main input source. They are produced by the Swiss Federal Office of
Topography Swisstopo and openly available online (Swisstopo, 2021a).
The images have three spectral bands, red, blue and green (RGB), and
a ground resolution of 10 cm over lowland regions and the main Alpine
valleys and 25 cm over mountains, which includes our area of interest.
The planimetric precision (1𝜎) is ±25 cm, except for vegetation and
buildings for which the position of the top of the object can deviate
further from its true location, depending on the acquisition angle of the
aerial image. Images are acquired with a minimal sun elevation angle
of 35◦ and pointing nadir.

While the near-infrared band and oblique images are also acquired
during the SwissImage campaigns, we only use RGB, single-view nadir
images to have a sense of the potential of this more widely available
modality for forest mapping.

SwissALTI3D. SwissALTI3D is a digital elevation model (DEM) pro-
duced by Swisstopo and openly available online (Swisstopo, 2021d).
We use the 50 cm resolution version as a second input source, in
addition to the aerial images. The altimetric precision (1𝜎) is ±50 cm
below 2000 m a.s.l and ±1 to 3 m above 2000 m a.s.l.

SwissTLM3D. To obtain training, validation and testing targets, we
extracted forest labels from the topographic landscape model Swis-
sTLM3D, produced by Swisstopo in vector format and openly available
online (Swisstopo, 2021b). We extracted polygons corresponding to
three types of forest: Open Forest (OF), Closed Forest (CF), and Shrub
Forest (SF), as well as Woodland (WL).

The polygons were created manually by Swisstopo operators using
stereoscopic SwissImage aerial images from 2015 to 2019, and a set
of class definitions as annotation instructions. We identified criteria
involving two key variables, tree height and tree canopy density (TCD),
4

which together summarize the full set of criteria accurately (Table 1).
Additional criteria not reported in the table influence the annotation
in a less systematical way. They involve area and width of the forest
polygons, as well as land use. For example, forest destroyed by fire and
windfall remains labeled as forest after the event. Species composition
is also a recurrent criterion, in particular for the SF class.

The dominant tree height and TCD variables are estimated by
annotators to guide their annotation decisions. However, they are not
explicitly recorded on a specific spatial grid. Dominant tree height
generally corresponds to the mean height of the 𝑛 highest trees in a
given area. For the SwissTLM3D product, it is estimated by annotators
by measuring the height of the highest trees in a moving disk of about
2500 m2. There are no strict rules about the number of trees considered
and the height averaging method. TCD is defined as the proportion of
the ground covered by canopy. It is estimated visually by SwissTLM3D
annotators by considering the aerial image content inside a moving disk
of about 2500 m2.

Due to the time span of the SwissTLM3D annotation process, and
use of landuse history criteria for the annotation, mismatches between
the SwissTLM3D annotations and the state of the forest cover in the
2017 SwissImage images might occur. While the extent of natural
forest expansion is negligible in a two years span before or after the
acquisition date of the 2017 aerial images, events such as clear cut or
fires can cause abrupt forest loss of larger extent. However, such events
are scarce in the area of interest. We thus consider such mismatches as
annotation errors that are part of the label noise in our data.

NFI Vegetation Height Model. We used the Vegetation Height Model
(VHM) produced for the Swiss National Forest Inventory (Ginzler and
Hobi, 2015) as an additional target data source for our explainable
model (Section 4.3). It is generated by first computing a digital surface
model (DSM) using stereo-matching methods on stereo images from the
same SwissImage campaigns as the aerial images we use as input. Then,
the VHM is obtained by subtracting the DEM SwissALTI3D from the
DSM. The vegetation height measurements are specified on a spatial
grid of 1 m × 1 m.

NFI plots. We use plot-level data from the 4th Swiss National Forest In-
ventory (NFI4) (Brändli et al., 2020) as an external comparison dataset.
Measurements were collected between 2009 and 2017 on a 1.4 km
× 1.4 km grid whose vertices match the corners of the SwissImage
tiles. Therein, plots are sampled as 50 m × 50 m square areas centered
around points on the grid. For each plot, a decision on the presence
and type (shrub, or forest without shrub) of forest is taken by visual
inspection of stereo-images from SwissImage. Field measurements are
then collected for all the plots attributed to forest, with priority given
to the field measurements over the aerial image inspection decision in
case of disagreement.

In the present study, we use the NFI plots located in the test set and
exclude those that touch the boundaries of the training set. This results
in a total of 321 plots, including 100 plots in the forest. Some of these
plots are located at the boundaries of the dataset, but not touching the
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Table 1
Main criteria for the SwissTLM3D definitions for the open forest, closed forest, shrub forest and woodland classes. TCD: tree canopy density.

Category Description (Swisstopo, 2021c) Min. dominant tree height (m) TCD (%)

Open forest (OF) Sparsely wooded area with vegetated soil 3 20 to 60

Closed forest (CF) Wooded area, relatively dense, composed of one or
more stands 3 over 60

Shrub forest (SF) Area covered with shrubs (woody plants branched
from the base)

3 for at least 1∕3 of the area, 1 for
the rest over 60

Woodland (WL)

Small areas with trees and shrubs often along
roads and waterways. Isolated forest areas are also
recorded as wooded areas if they do not meet the
defined minimum sizes of forest or shrub forest

– –
Fig. 3. Extract of the NFI plots and SwissImage tiles spatial arrangement (easternmost
part of the test set).

training set. To compare our deep learning models predictions with
the NFI measurements at these plots, we need provide some context
to the deep learning models around the plot. We thus use tiles that
were initially excluded from the dataset to provide some context to the
segmentation model around the plot (Fig. 3).

The NFI forest definitions differ from the SwissTLM3D definitions,
while depending on similar variables: dominant tree height, TCD and
width. The TCD thresholds in the SwissTLM3D definitions are indepen-
dent from the width value, whereas in NFI definitions the minimum
TCD of a forested area to be classified as forest depends on its width
(Fig. 4). Exceptions to the main criteria are mostly related to land use
and species composition. The variables themselves are measured and
defined differently. TCD is measured by determining the landcover type
of 25 points on a regular grid in the plot area. Dominant tree height is
defined as the mean height of the 100 biggest trees per hectare.

4. Methods

4.1. Segmentation task

We approach forest mapping as a semantic segmentation task, using
SwissImage aerial imagery and the SwissALTI3D DEM as inputs to
a CNN and SwissTLM3D forest annotations as targets (Fig. 6). We
included the DEM as an input to our model, as we believe altitude
and topography-related features are important to detect the presence
of forest. An ablation study numerically motivating the use of the DEM
as an additional input is also provided in Appendix A.1.

We map every pixel to one forest type (OF, CF, and SF), or to
Non-Forest (NF), at 1 m resolution. Examples of each forest type are
displayed in Fig. 5(a). We divide the four-classes task into two sub-
tasks: the forest type sub-task with target classes OF, CF, and SF, and
the binary forest presence/absence sub-task with target classes NF and
Forest (F). The F class of the forest presence/absence task corresponds to
5

a union over the OF, CF, SF, and Woodland (WL) polygons of the Swis-
sTLM3D labels. Predictions for both tasks are produced by the model
at every pixel. The choice of using these two sub-tasks is motivated
by several elements. First, OF, CF and SF share similar textures. The
task of classifying F against NF is both semantically meaningful and
relatively balanced (Table 4). Since most model weights are shared
between the two tasks, we hope that training the forest presence/absence
task benefits the forest type classification. Second, the use of the forest
presence/absence task allows including the WL class in the F category to
obtain more fine-grained forest boundaries, even though the forest type
is unknown for the WL pixels. This way, the model can learn from the
WL class even though it is not in the final set of classes. The benefit of
this 2-task structure is assessed by comparing our proposition against
a model predicting a single multi-class output in Appendix A.2.

We generate 1 m resolution raster format targets from the Swis-
sTLM3D polygons using the forest type and forest presence/absence tasks
classes described in the previous paragraph (Fig. 5). For the forest type
task, the pixels that do not correspond to OF, CF, and SF polygons are
set as unknown forest type to be ignored by the forest type loss function
at training. We will refer to the generated targets as ‘‘TLM targets’’.

4.2. Baseline architecture

Our baseline model consists of a black-box CNN, which directly
outputs a forest segmentation map (Fig. 6(a)). In practice, this map
consists of a tensor of size 𝐶 × 𝑊 × 𝐻 , for 𝐶 classes (F for the forest
presence/absence task, and OF, CF and SF for the forest type task,
respectively) and images of width 𝑊 and height 𝐻 . For each pixel
location, a prediction score in the interval [0, 1] is obtained by using
a sigmoid activation (Eq. (5)) for the forest presence/absence task and a
softmax activation (Eq. (4)) for the forest type task. We will refer to this
baseline model as black-box (BB) model.

4.3. Explainable deep learning model architecture

We use the semantic bottleneck approach (Marcos et al., 2021) to
build our explainable model (Fig. 6(b)). More specifically, we replace
the black-box forest class predictor part with a branch that consists of
two sequential steps: first, a concepts extractor predicts intermediate
concepts that are relevant to the task of forest mapping. These have
also been used to create the TLM targets in the first place during
manual annotation. Second, a rule module translates these intermedi-
ate predictions into class probabilities using fixed, simple heuristics,
which also apply to the manual annotation process for the TLM labels.
This pathway essentially constitutes the basis for the prediction of
the eventual forest classes via intermediate products and combinatory
rules. In addition, we allow the model to modify these rule-based
class probabilities with a correction module. This module is informed
primarily by the rule module, but receives additional features from the
base feature extractor, referred to as ‘‘correction activations’’. These
additional features allow the model to learn when and where to best
adjust the rule-based outputs. All together, we refer to this model as
semantic bottleneck (SB) model and describe each of its components in
more detail in the following paragraphs.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the TCD and width criteria of NFI and our interpretation of the SwissTLM3D definitions.
Source: Adapted from Brändli et al. (2020).
Fig. 5. Aerial image and associated targets extracted from SwissTLM3D annotations. p/a: presence/absence.
Fig. 6. Flowchart of the forest mapping methods.
Intermediate concepts prediction. Before predicting the forest classes,
the model explicitly quantifies intermediate concepts that are relevant
to the task by means of the concepts extractor. We leverage prior
knowledge about the targets and choose tree height (TH) and TCD as
intermediate concepts. Indeed, these are key variables of the definitions
of the target forest classes. Our semantic bottleneck thus consists of a
two-channel feature map, of same width and height as the final forest
6

map, with each channel corresponding to regression values of one of
the two intermediate concepts, respectively. The semantic bottleneck is
generated by using the features extracted by the base feature extractor,
and further processing them with a concepts extractor block composed
of additional convolutional layers (Fig. 6(b)).

We obtain targets to train the two intermediate regression tasks
using pre-processing functions applied to the VHM. Given the absence
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Table 2
Rules enforced by the rule module. Cell colors indicate unique
categories, listed in Table 3.
TH (m) TCD (%)

[0, 20) [20, 60) ≥ 60

[0, 1) NF NF NF
[1, 3) NF NF NF/SF
≥ 3 NF OF CF/SF

of precise definition of the chosen variables, we define simple pre-
processing functions that aim to imitate how an annotator would
estimate the two concepts:

• To obtain TCD targets, we first threshold the VHM at 1 m height
and then average the obtained binary map with a moving circular
window of 28 m radius.

• To obtain TH targets, we assume an average tree diameter of 3 m
and use a maxpool function, which replaces each pixel value by
the local maximum in a square 3 × 3 pixels neighborhood, to
better reflect tree height.

oth targets are produced at 1 m resolution, even though the pre-
rocessing functions use a larger neighborhood. Note that we do not
ttempt to precisely compute the dominant tree height, which would
ave involved more complex pre-processing functions, for example by
sing the variable window filter algorithm (Popescu and Wynne, 2004)
o localize treetops. Instead, we keep the modifications of the VHM
roduct to a minimum, to avoid introducing additional bias.

A discussion about the quality of the obtained training targets is
eveloped in Section 5.2.3.

ule module. The role of the rule module is to combine the intermedi-
te concepts estimated in the semantic bottleneck to obtain forest class
robabilities. We simplify the SwissTLM3D class definitions into a small
et of rules involving the concepts predicted in the semantic bottleneck
Table 1). The rule module assigns forest probabilities using this set of
ules accordingly.

Some of the categories obtained by applying the chosen set of rules
re impure, i.e., they apply to more than one forest class. This is due to
et of rules not reflecting the class definitions completely. For example,
ariables differentiating shrubs and non-shrub trees are missing. This
revents isolating the SF class.

We enforce the rules by assigning hard-coded class probabilities.
ore specifically, for each possible category output by the rules, i.e.,

or each cell of Table 2, we set probabilities as defined in Table 3.
or each category, we assign a strong probability to the class indicated
y the rules. Equal probabilities are assigned to classes that cannot be
istinguished using only the rules. We also assign equal probabilities
o the forest type classes for the NF category, since it does not indicate
reference for any of the forest type classes.

In practice, we assign log-probabilities computed from the probabil-
ty values of Table 3. We compute these log-probabilities using inverse
oftmax (Eq. (1)) and inverse sigmoid (Eq. (2)) functions for the forest
ype and forest presence/absence class probabilities respectively.

𝑎𝑖 = log 𝑝𝑖 + 𝑐, ∀𝑖 ∈
{

𝙾𝙵, 𝙲𝙵, 𝚂𝙵
}

(1)

𝙵 = log
( 𝑝𝙵
1 − 𝑝𝙵

)

(2)

The inverse softmax (Eq. (1)) is bound to a constant 𝑐. Any choice of
𝑐 leads to the same probabilities after applying the softmax function to
the obtained log-probabilities. In practice we choose 𝑐 so as to obtain
log-probabilities that are approximately centered around zero, which
facilitates the learning process. 𝜖rule in Table 3 should be in the interval
(0, 13 ) to keep the probability values in Table 3 between 0 and 1 and
o keep higher probabilities for the classes indicated by the rules. The
hoice of 𝜖rule within this interval controls how strictly the rules are
7

enforced: the smaller 𝜖rule, the stronger the rules enforcement.
Analogous to the BB model, the output of the rule module is a tensor
of log-probabilities for each class. They can be used on their own to
obtain a rule-based forest segmentation map.

Correction module. The role of the correction module is to modify the
output of the rule module to better match the segmentation target, for
example in cases of incorrect predictions and/or errors emerging from
the training data annotation process. To do so, we dedicate a number
of convolutional layers to the generation of correction activations,
represented as the corrections extractor box in Fig. 6(b). These layers
use the feature maps provided by the base feature extractor, as well
as the rule-based log-probabilities, as input. As such, the correction
activations are conditioned by both the content of the aerial image and
the output of the rule module. These generated correction activations
are used in the correction module, where they are added element-wise
to the rule-based log-probabilities. The motivation behind the design of
the correction module is to overcome three challenges:

1. the limits of the semantic predictions, i.e., to compensate for
errors in the intermediate TH and TCD estimations;

2. the limits of the rule module caused by the simplification of the
class definitions:

(a) by solving the impure categories in Table 2 through iden-
tification of shrubs;

(b) by increasing the spatial smoothness of the segmentation.

3. The noise in the targets, by compensating potential systematic
biases in the targets with respect to the rules.

For the forest type task, instead of generating correction activations
for each class, the corrections extractor produces correction activations
�̂�corr, OF and �̂�corr, CF for classes OF and CF respectively, and �̂�corr, SF for
he SF class is computed using Eq. (3):

�̂�corr,SF = −�̂�corr,OF − �̂�corr,CF. (3)

This forces the correction activations to increase the log-probabilities
f a subset of the forest type classes and decrease the log-probabilities
f the other(s), and thus prevents the correction process from shift-
ng all the rule-based log-probabilities without modifying the relative
cores between classes. This is not necessary for the binary forest
resence/absence task since the model only predicts forest presence
robabilities. We also enforce sparsity of the correction activations of
oth sub-tasks using an 𝐿1 penalty (see Section 4.4). This prevents
he correction activations to radically change the class log-probabilities
hrough addition with the rule-based log-probabilities. It thus helps
ontrol the amount of deviation from the rules we allow through the
orrection module.

The output of the correction module corresponds to corrected log-
robabilities for the segmentation task.

.4. Training and inference procedure

oss functions. To train models for the base segmentation task, we use
cross-entropy loss for the forest type task and a binary cross-entropy

oss for the forest presence/absence task. The losses are computed on
redicted probabilities obtained from the output activations using a
oftmax function (Eq. (4)) and a sigmoid function (Eq. (5)) respectively.

𝑝𝑖 = sof tmax(�̂�𝑖) =
𝑒�̂�𝑖

∑

𝑗∈{𝙾𝙵,𝙲𝙵,𝚂𝙵} 𝑒
�̂�𝑗

, ∀𝑖 ∈ {𝙾𝙵, 𝙲𝙵, 𝚂𝙵} (4)

𝙵 = sigmoid(𝑦𝙵) =
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑦𝙵
(5)

We sum the two loss terms to obtain seg, as shown in Eq. (6),
where 𝑝𝑋 and 𝑦𝑋 refer to a predicted probability and its target for
a particular class 𝑋. To partially compensate for class imbalance, the

forest type cross-entropy loss, forest type, is weighted using class-specific
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Table 3
Hard-coded class probabilities enforced by the rule module, for each unique category of Table 2. 𝜖rule is
a stabilizing factor used to keep the log-probabilities small in absolute terms.

Category from Table 2 Forest type task Forest presence/absence task
𝑝𝙾𝙵 𝑝𝙲𝙵 𝑝𝚂𝙵 𝑝𝙵

NF 1∕3 1∕3 1∕3 𝜖rule
OF 1 − 2𝜖rule 𝜖rule 𝜖rule 1 − 𝜖rule
NF/SF 𝜖rule 𝜖rule 1 − 2𝜖rule 0.5
CF/SF 𝜖rule 0.5 − 𝜖rule∕2 0.5 − 𝜖rule∕2 1 − 𝜖rule
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weights 𝑤𝑐 that are inversely proportional to the class frequencies in
the training set. The class frequencies are shown in Table 4. The BB
model is trained using seg as the only loss term. For the SB model, seg
is computed using the corrected log-probabilities and the segmentation
targets for both the forest type and forest presence/absence tasks.

seg = −
[

∑

𝑐∈{𝙾𝙵,𝙲𝙵,𝚂𝙵}
𝑤𝑐𝑦𝑐 log(𝑝𝑐 )

]

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
forest type

−
[

𝑦𝙵 log(𝑝𝙵) + (1 − 𝑦𝙵) log(1 − 𝑝𝙵)
]

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
forest p/a

(6)

The loss function for the SB model contains additional terms
(Eq. (7)). Scalars 𝜆corr and 𝜆sem are hyperparameters to control the
nfluence of the correction 𝐿1 sparsity penalty and the semantic concept

regression loss respectively.

 = seg + 𝜆corr‖�̂�corr‖𝐿1
+ 𝜆semsem (7)

sem is the sum of the regression losses used for the semantic
bottleneck concepts TH and TCD (Eq. (8)).

sem = TH + TCD (8)

We use a mean squared error loss to train the TCD regression. For
TH, we use a mean squared error loss in log space. The error in log
space for a pixel 𝑖 is defined as log(𝑦𝑖 + 𝛼) − log(�̂�𝑖 + 𝛼), where 𝑦𝑖 and �̂�𝑖
re the TH target and prediction values at pixel 𝑖, and 𝛼 is a stabilizing
actor. Since the rules involve thresholding the TH prediction at low
alues, we set 𝛼 = 0.1 to encourage the model to focus on small height
alues.

ecision procedure at inference. Hard decisions are obtained from the
lass probabilities using Eqs. (9) and (10):

forest type = argmax
𝑖

𝑝𝑖, 𝑖 ∈
{

𝙾𝙵, 𝙲𝙵, 𝚂𝙵
}

(9)

𝑧forest p/a = 𝙵 if 𝑝𝙵 > 0.5, else 𝙽𝙵 (10)

To obtain a four-classes segmentation map with classes NF, OF,
F, and SF, we simply assign the chosen forest type based on the
ighest softmax-probability for the pixels classified as F, and assign the
ther pixels to NF. We will refer to this map as combined four-classes
redictions.

. Experiments and results

.1. Experiments

odel hyperparameterization. The combination of a U-net model struc-
ure (Ronneberger et al., 2015) with a Res-Net encoder (He et al.,
016) has been shown to be highly adapted to semantic segmentation
asks for both remote sensing (Chu et al., 2019; Cao and Zhang, 2020;
alkin et al.; Gazzea et al., 2021) and non-remote sensing (Xiao et al.,

018; Siddique et al., 2021) applications. We thus use a modified U-
et with a ResNet-18 encoder as the base semantic segmentation
odel (dark blue components in Fig. 6). This directly corresponds to

he BB model. For the SB model, we choose to use all but the two last
NN layers as the base feature extractor, allowing features to be shared
etween the intermediate concepts prediction task and the correction
8

ask. In the concepts extractor and the corrections extractor, we allow
Table 4
Class distribution (in %). train+ corresponds to the training samples where at least one
pixel is labeled as one of the forest classes.

train train+ val test

Forest type
OF 6.1 6.1 5.9 6.1
CF 87.1 87.0 88.6 88.2
SF 6.8 6.9 5.4 5.7

Presence of forest NF 73.3 60.4 68.5 74.8
F 26.7 39.6 31.5 25.2

each branch’s two final convolutional layers of the CNN decoder to
specialize to intermediate concept prediction and correction activations
generation, respectively. For both BB and SB models, since the DEM
used as input has a resolution twice inferior to the resolution of the
aerial images (Table 6), the aerial images are first fed to the model and
the DEM is then concatenated to the features of same height and width
obtained after the first convolutional layer.

We train and evaluate the following models:

• BB: black-box model (Fig. 6(a))
• SB: semantic bottleneck model (Fig. 6(b)), using as forest predic-

tions

– the rule-based predictions, i.e. the output of the rule module,
and

– the corrected predictions, i.e. the output of the correction
module.

For the SB model, we set 𝜖rule to 0.001 and 𝜆corr to 1.

raining setup. We train the models for 20 epochs with the AdamW
ptimization algorithm (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019), with batches
ontaining 32 128 × 128 pixels patches randomly extracted from the
iles.

We use a curriculum learning (Bengio et al., 2009) approach to
lleviate the effect of class imbalance. We identify a subset of the
raining set, called train+, in which each tile has at least one pixel
abeled as forest; i.e., we exclude all tiles that are entirely labeled
s NF. These samples usually correspond to alpine grasslands, rocky
reas or snow-covered areas above the treeline. The train+ set is
lightly more balanced that the full training set (Table 4) for the
orest presence/absence task. We start the learning procedure by training
he model for two epochs solely on the train+ set, to maximize the
ccurrence of forest. We then inject tiles that do not belong to train+
nto the set of training samples in increasing number along the training
pochs. More specifically, we include five of them for two epochs, and
hen double the number of such tiles every two epochs. We limit the
aximum number of tiles without forest to 320 out of 874.

ataset composition. The sizes of the training, validation and test
ets are detailed in Table 5; their spatial distribution is displayed in
ig. 2(b). We train the models on the training set and evaluate them
n the validation set to guide the model design and hyperparameter
hoices. The results reported in this section are obtained by evaluating
he models on the previously unseen test set, and using TLM targets as
reference, unless specified otherwise.

Model inputs and training targets used for the BB and SB models
re summarized in Table 6.
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Table 5
Dataset composition.

Training Validation Test Total

Number of tiles 2660 596 673 3929
Proportion 68% 15% 17% 100%

Table 6
Input and target datasets used for the BB and SB models.

Resolution
(m)

BB SB

Inputs Aerial image (SwissImage) 0.25 ✓ ✓

DEM (SwissALTI3D) 0.50 ✓ ✓

Targets
TH 1 ✓

TCD 1 ✓

TLM 1 ✓ ✓

Table 7
Overall accuracy scores across training, validation and test sets
(combined four-classes predictions), using TLM targets as reference.

Training Validation Test

BB 0.93 0.93 0.94
SB 0.93 0.92 0.93

Table 8
Overall accuracy scores on the test set, using TLM targets as reference.

Forest type Forest presence/absence

BB 0.89 0.93
SB 0.80 0.93
SBrules− 0.83 0.93
SBcorr+ 0.81 0.93

Data preprocessing. Prior to being fed to the model, all the input data
(aerial images and DEM) are normalized using mean and standard
deviation values computed on all the training and validation samples.
The TH and TCD targets are divided by the standard deviation of target
values over the training and validation sets. This allows us to reduce
the regression predictions values to a small range and thus keep the
model parameters reasonably small. It also naturally balances the two
regression loss terms.

Implementation. We implement our models in Python using the Pytorch
library (Paszke et al., 2019). Our implementation is available at: https:
//github.com/thienanhng/ExplainableForestMapping.

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Forest mapping results
Table 7 displays the overall accuracy scores over the training,

validation and test sets for models BB and SB. The scores are consistent
for both models across training, validation and test sets, which indicates
good generalization, resp. low degrees of overfitting to the training set.

Overall accuracy scores for each task on the test set are displayed
in Table 8. They reveal that compared to the BB model, the SB model
performs similarly for the forest presence/absence task with respect to
the TLM targets. However, for the forest type, there is a noticeable
performance degradation.

This is further confirmed in Table 9, which contains class-specific
metrics on the test set, as well as average scores, where the contribution
of each class is equal, and thus the performance of minority classes
has more influence than in the metrics reported in Table 7. We notice
a significant performance degradation for the forest type task between
the BB and SB models, but a similar performance on the forest pres-
ence/absence task. Forest type prediction is a challenging task in the
first place. Indeed, the class imbalance is more pronounced than for
the forest presence/absence task and the targets are particularly noisy
9

Fig. 7. Confusion matrices obtained on the test set on both forest type and forest
presence/absence (p/a) tasks, using TLM targets as reference. Results are obtained from:
(a–b) the predictions the BB model, (c–d) the rule-based and (e–f) the corrected
predictions of the SB model, as well as (g–h) the application of the rules on the
intermediate concept targets (see Section 5.2.3).

for the least frequent classes (OF and SF). While the BB model heavily
overpredicts the most frequent class CF (Fig. 7(a)), the rule module of
the SB model predicts the other classes (OF and SF) more often, even
though this makes the prediction match the TLM targets less (Fig. 7(c)).
The results after correction represent a compromise between the BB
predictions and the rule-based predictions (Fig. 7(e)).

Fig. 8 shows visual results on selected example areas with more
or less diffuse forest boundaries. Extract A contains sharp boundaries
shaped by land use whereas extracts B and C are examples of diffuse
forest expansion. Both models demonstrate good performance where
the forest boundaries are sharp. The predictions differ mostly by the
presence of an OF belt around the forest boundaries predicted by
the SB model (column ‘‘Prediction SB’’), and more generally by the
prediction of forest types OF and SF. The prediction of OF between CF
and NF areas is expected due to the chosen TCD definition: the large
spatial extent of the averaging kernel used to compute the TCD targets
leads to gradually decreasing TCD values at the forest boundaries. In

https://github.com/thienanhng/ExplainableForestMapping
https://github.com/thienanhng/ExplainableForestMapping
https://github.com/thienanhng/ExplainableForestMapping
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Table 9
Per-class and averaged IoU and F-1 scores on the test set, using TLM targets as reference.

Forest type Forest presence/absence

OF CF SF Average NF F Average

IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1

BB 0.34 0.51 0.87 0.93 0.47 0.64 0.56 0.69 0.91 0.95 0.80 0.89 0.85 0.92
SB 0.18 0.31 0.77 0.87 0.14 0.25 0.37 0.48 0.91 0.95 0.78 0.87 0.84 0.91
SBrules− 0.20 0.32 0.82 0.90 0.22 0.26 0.41 0.49 0.89 0.95 0.76 0.87 0.83 0.91
SBcorr+ 0.19 0.32 0.78 0.88 0.21 0.34 0.39 0.51 0.91 0.96 0.78 0.88 0.85 0.92
ig. 8. Visual extracts of the forest mapping results. ft: forest type, fp/a: forest presence/absence. Note that forest type and forest presence/absence errors can co-occur, for example
hen the model predicts an incorrect forest type while predicting NF for a F pixel..
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xtracts B and C, the BB and SB predictions contain large differences
n the predicted forest type, with SF being less frequently predicted for
he latter. For both models, forest boundaries are particularly spatially
etailed around patches of low density forest, which contrasts with the
mooth shapes of the target annotations, but is truthful to the input
mage. Regarding the BB model, extracts A and B show satisfying results
n terms of forest type, while extract C shows large areas classified as
F in the target but as SF by the model. When looking at the input

mage in the corresponding area, we can argue that the absence of large
hadows in the corresponding area makes the forest type identification
ifficult.

Overall, the results for the BB model demonstrate a good ability
o generate spatially detailed forest maps. The results of the SB model
re less similar to the targets. However, they better reflect the explicit
efinitions underlying the target classes, for example through the grad-
al transition from CF to OF to NF (Fig. 8). Additionally, they provide
n estimation of intermediate concepts, as shown in the next section,
llowing thorough interpretation of the model decisions and errors.

.2.2. Intermediate concepts estimations
In this paragraph we evaluate the intermediate predictions of the

B model.

ree height prediction. Fig. 9 and Table 10 show quantitative results of
he TH prediction task; a visual example is provided in Fig. 10. We
10

p

Table 10
𝑅2 and Root Mean Squared Error (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸)
scores for the TH and TCD predictions on
the test set (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 scores in m and %
respectively).

𝑅2 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

TH 0.75 4.2
TCD 0.89 12.1

xpect the TH prediction task in the semantic bottleneck to be chal-
enging due to the wide range of heights, the scarcity of intermediate
eight values, as well as the use of monocular input images rather than
tereoscopic images. The prediction scores in Table 10 indicate that
extural cues are sufficient to roughly approximate TH. The model can
ifferentiate between low and high vegetation but precise height esti-
ation remains difficult, in particular for heights below 2 m (Fig. 9(a)).

ig. 10 shows an example where the shrub-like texture of the forest
onfuses the model, resulting in an underestimation of height. In term
f categories involved in the rules of our SB model, the most frequent
eight categories, TH < 1 and TH ≥ 3, are mostly classified accurately,
hile more than half of the predictions in category [1, 3) actually belong

o the lower category (Fig. 9(b)).
The performances could be improved by using stereo-matching of

airs of images (Ginzler and Hobi, 2015) or by linking sensor viewing
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Fig. 9. Tree height prediction results on the test set (SB).
Fig. 10. Visual extracts of the tree height predictions (in m) on the test set (SB).
Fig. 11. Tree canopy density prediction results on the test set.
Fig. 12. Visual extracts of the tree canopy density predictions (in %) on the test set (SB).
information with tree shadows (Leboeuf et al., 2012). However, we con-
sider the present performances sufficient for the purpose of exploring
intermediate concept estimation for explainability.

Tree canopy density prediction. The TCD distribution shows a similar
trend in the distribution of values, with frequent low and high val-
11
ues inside and outside of the forest, respectively, and less frequent
intermediate values corresponding to forest borders (Fig. 11). The
predictions scores of Table 10 indicate a good estimation of TCD, even
though low values tend to be overestimated and high values tend to be
underestimated (Figs. 12 and 11(a)). The predictions fall mostly into
the right rule categories (Fig. 11(b)).
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Fig. 13. Segmentation results by applying rules on intermediate concept targets. Rules: map obtained by applying the rules to the intermediate targets. Rules-TLM : Rules map with
TLM disambiguation. ft: forest type, fp/a: forest presence/absence.
Using the above results, we can assess the fidelity of the rule
enforcement on the test set with respect to the chosen set of rules,
which is conditioned by the quality of the intermediate concept pre-
dictions. Indeed, the low accuracy for the intermediate categories for
both concepts ([1, 3) m for TH and [20, 60) % for TCD) introduces
considerable noise into the rule enforcement, especially for classes SF
and OF that involve those intermediate categories (Table 2). For the
other categories of both concepts, the higher accuracies indicate a more
accurate application of the rules.

These observations suggest ways to improve both BB and SB models.
The difficulty of the SB model to estimate intermediate TH values shows
that the BB model necessarily relies on concepts other than tree height.
It also suggests that additional input data giving more indications about
tree height would benefit both models.

5.2.3. Quality of the intermediate concept targets
In this section, we analyze to what extent the targets we generated

for the intermediate TH and TCD estimation (Section 4.3) match the
implicit TH and TCD estimations of the TLM annotators. While we do
not have access to the TLM annotator estimations of these variables,
we can have a sense of whether the TH and TCD rule thresholds are
aligned. We do so by applying the set of rules (Table 2) on the TH and
TCD targets and compare the obtained categories with the TLM labels.

An example is shown in Fig. 13. The image in Fig. 13(c) shows
the categories obtained after applying the rules of Table 2 on the TH
and TCD targets. Some areas fall into impure categories (NF/SF and
CF/SF). The image in Fig. 13(d) shows the segmentation map after
disambiguation of these impure categories. To obtain this map, we
choose the TLM label if it is included in the pair of classes proposed
by the rules. If not, no choice is made and the pixels are displayed
as underdefined. We refer to this map as Rules-TLM and use it
to compute confusion matrices over the entire test set (Figs. 7(g) and
7(h)).

The visual extract suggests that the SB model trained on our TH and
TCD targets can theoretically reproduce the TLM CF and SF classes
quite well. However, the confusion matrix (Fig. 7(g)) reveals that the
agreement for the SF class leaves room for improvement. Both the
visual extract and the confusion matrix show significant disagreement
for the SF class. It consists of frequent confusion with OF and CF
classes, the presence of an OF belt at the forest boundaries, and more
fine-grained predictions matching the location of trees.

The observed discrepancies suggest that the TH and TCD threshold
values are not perfectly aligned between our targets and the estimations
of the TLM annotators, especially in the intermediate range involved in
the OF and SF rules. The discrepancies might also originate from differ-
ences between the simplified rules and the complete set of instructions,
and the compliance of the annotations with the set of instructions itself.
12
Table 11
Hyperparameters of the semantic bottleneck
models.

𝜖rule 𝜆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
SB 0.001 1
SBrules− 0.2 1
SBcorr+ 0.001 0.2

However, most discrepancies are limited to the close vicinity of
the forest boundaries and the least frequent, most challenging forest
types. This justifies the sparsity constraint applied to the correction
activations, since correction of the rule-based predictions should be
necessary only in a few locations, typically diffuse forest boundaries at
the treeline with shrub expansion. This spatial sparsity of the correction
activations is an essential quality contributing to the explainability
aspect of the model.

The present experiment can also be interpreted as simulating a SB
model with perfect TH and TCD estimation w.r.t our targets, with a cor-
rection module that is rule-compliant and able to disambiguate classes
perfectly w.r.t. the TLM targets. With this interpretation in mind, we
can compare the confusion matrices in Fig. 7g–h with those of the
actual SB model in Fig. 7e–f. While the SB model yields nearly identical
results for the forest presence/absence class, the forest type results differ
significantly. This highlights the gap between the predictions and the
targets, for both the semantic bottleneck concepts and the correction
module. Note that the forest type confusion matrices have different row-
wise sums because in the present experiment the forest type label is not
always available.

5.2.4. Analysis of the rule implementation and correction process
In this section, we further analyze the rule implementation and

correction process of our explainable architecture and their parameter-
ization. We train and evaluate the two following models, additionally
to the SB model (Table 11):

• SBrules−: a semantic bottleneck model with a softer rules enforce-
ment than the SB model, i.e., a higher 𝜖rule value

• SBcorr+: a semantic bottleneck model for which we allow stronger
corrections than for the SB model, i.e., with a lower 𝜆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 value.

The specific hyperparameters of each semantic bottleneck model are
summarized in Table 11. The three SB models are fine-tuned from a
common pre-trained SB model obtained by training only the intermedi-
ate concept estimation task, backpropagating the sem loss only, for five
epochs. This renders the three SB models more comparable by making
their intermediate predictions more similar, and thus the effect of the
correction module parameterization more visible.
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Fig. 14. Clustered correction activations on the test set (2000 points picked randomly). n: neutral, +: in favor, ++: strongly in favor, -: against, --: strongly against. p/a:
presence/absence.
By inspecting the correction activations (Fig. 14), we observe that
the amount of large-valued correction activations is higher for model
SBcorr+ than for model SB. This is expected, because model SBcorr+

was trained with a softer sparsity penalty on the correction activations.
The distributions are split into several modes of correction, except for
the SBrule− model, where the values are concentrated in one narrow
mode around zero.

We use the K-means algorithm (Lloyd, 1982) to cluster the cor-
rection activations of each model independently. Interestingly, the
obtained clusters can be matched across models, yielding three possible
correction modes in total (Fig. 14). Cluster 1, centered around 0, is
found across the 3 models and corresponds to no or subtle corrections.
Cluster 2, found in models SB and SBcorr+, tends to disadvantage the F
13
class (forest presence/absence) and favor the SF forest type over OF. For
model SBcorr+, the remaining values can be gathered in a 3rd cluster
that favors OF over SF.

The effect of the correction activation clusters on the forest predic-
tions is visible in Fig. 15. Depending of the model’s hyperparameters,
non-zero correction activations might or might not cause a change in
the predicted class.

• For the choice between equiprobable classes in the rule-based
prediction, i.e., for corrections that are compliant with the rules,
small non-zero activations are sufficient to favor one of the
classes. This is the case for areas assigned to the CF/SF cate-
gory (speckled areas in Fig. 15’s Rule-based predictions column,
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Fig. 15. Correction process for extract B of Fig. 8. Rule-based prediction column: rule-based class predictions obtained from probability maps output by the rule module. Correction
column: clustering of the correction activation maps obtained with the K-means algorithm (see Fig. 14). Corrected prediction column: class predictions obtained after applying the
correction. Change column: change maps comparing the Prediction and Rule maps, showing the new class in case of change.
corresponding to the orange cell in Table 2). The small cor-
rection activations of cluster 1 suffice to assign most of the
pixels to CF instead of SF (models SB and SBrule−). With model
SBcorr+, trained with a looser correction penalty, the correc-
tion activations are not only used to choose the CF class, but
also to soften the high-confidence rule-based class probabilities
(cluster 3, Correction column in Fig. 15).

• For corrections that override the rules, their effect depends on
the correction hyperparameters, in particular on hyperparame-
ter 𝜆corr, which controls the strength of the correction activa-
tions. This is visible at the boundaries between forested and
non-forested areas where the rule-based model systematically
predicts OF (Fig. 15). This pattern has been identified by the
correction module as uncharacteristic of the TLM targets. Indeed,
the correction activations of cluster 2 attempt to replace OF by
14
either NF or SF at the OF belt (Figs. 14 and 15, models SB and
SBcorr+). In the case of the SB model, the correction activations
are not sufficient to provoke a class change, whereas with the
SBcorr+ model, which generates larger correction values, the
correction can result in a change to NF or SF.

In terms of segmentation accuracy, models SB, SBrule− and SBcorr+

yield similar results (Tables 8 and 9). Since the difference between the
three models take place mostly at the forest boundaries (Fig. 15), they
only generate small differences in the segmentation scores.

Overall, these results illustrate how the 𝜆corr hyperparameter can be
modulated to obtain corrected predictions that strictly follow the set of
rules, or are more similar to the BB model predictions. Such modulation
can for example be used to compensate for differences in annotation
quality between regions and/or annotators. In this study we left 𝜆corr
constant across the entire dataset.
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Table 12
Comparison labels derived from NFI4. KOMBWALDENT: forest category,
DGRAD25KL20: TCD in steps of 20%.

KOMBWALDENT DGRAD25KL20 (%)

[0, 20] (20, 40] (40, 60] (60, 80] > 80

Non-forest NF NF NF NF NF
Forest NF OF OF CF CF
Shrub forest NF NF NF SF SF

One striking result is the ‘‘laziness’’ of the correction for the SBrule−
odel. Despite keeping the 𝜆corr hyperparameter unchanged between

he SB and SBrule− models, we observe a collapse of the correction ac-
ivations. Such low correction activation are not caused by near perfect
ule-based predictions, but rather by a re-balancing of the loss terms.
ith the current setting, the relaxation of the prior knowledge-based

onstraints thus results in a loss of explainability.
An important takeaway of the present analysis is that with proper

arameterization, the correction activations represent a valuable source
f explanations, separating explicit prior knowledge-based reasoning
rom implicit patterns learned from training data. Moreover, the clear
eparation of the correction activations into a few correction modes
elps provide global explanations that complement pixel-wise explana-
ions.

.2.5. Comparison with National Forest Inventory data
In previous sections, we trained and evaluated our models using

LM targets. However, we would like to assess the compliance of the
B and SB models to the class definitions using data coming from a
ifferent source than the actual TLM targets. Indeed, the latter do not
erfectly reflect the class definitions, due to noise, as well as biases
aused by implicit hand-annotation principles. As a consequence, the
B model naturally yielded better metrics. In this section, we thus

everage NFI plot data as a comparison dataset obtained through a
ifferent annotation process. The comparison also allows us to illustrate
ow the explainability of the SB model helps understanding the models’
utputs.

We derive forest labels from NFI4 plot data over the test set.
able 12 details how we derived labels from NFI4 that best match
wissTLM3D definitions. From this process, we obtain 100 plots labeled
s forest out of 321, with 22, 76, and 2 plots labeled as OF, CF and SF,
espectively. We then compare our deep learning models’ predictions
ith these labels at plot location. We post-process our model predic-

ions with morphological operations to ensure the robustness of the
redictions at the exact plot locations.

Confusion matrices of the TLM labels and the BB and SB model
redictions against the NFI-derived labels at the selected NFI plots are
hown in Fig. 16. Overall, we obtain good agreement with the NFI-
erived labels when considering only the forest presence/absence. The
orest type confusion matrices include the plots labeled as forest in
oth the NFI-derived labels and the compared source. Given the low
umber of NFI plots assigned to the OF and SF classes (22 and 2
espectively), analysis of the results is more delicate. Overall, the BB
odel reproduces the statistical distribution of the TLM targets, with

lmost all plots assigned to CF and a few plots to OF or SF. The SB
odel shows a different distribution with several CF plots assigned to
F.

Most plots showing disagreement are located close to forest bound-
ries. For example, in Fig. 17a, the TLM labels consist of a CF area with
sharp boundary with NF. However, the NFI TCD estimation method

ndicates a TCD between 20 and 40%, which we attribute to OF. In the
egmentation maps obtained with BB and SB models, the plot is at the
oundary of an OF area. The position of the forest boundary and the
hoice of the forest type remain unexplained for the BB model. For the
B model, inspection of the intermediate predictions indicate that the
15

H value is just above the 3 m criterion, and the TCD prediction is still
Table 13
Computational complexity of the BB and SB models.

BB SB

Number of trainable parameters 18.9 × 106 19.0 × 106

Training time per epoch (2660 tiles) 9 min 11 min
Inference time per tile 0.53 s 0.61 s

largely above the 20% criterion. The correction activations indicate low
confidence in the position of the boundary.

Disagreement among the set of predictions and labels can also be
caused by land use history. Fig. 17b corresponds to an area where
forest is starting to regrow after a fire event in 2003. The TLM label
reflects the past state of the forest before the event, while the NFI
information reflects the undergoing regrowth. Both models’ predictions
indicate NF. For the SB model it is due to a low estimated TH value,
and no correction of the rule-based predictions. This example illustrates
how the intermediate concept estimations of the SB model inform the
user about the causes of the decision of classifying the plot into NF.
The BB outputs the same decision, but for unknown reasons.

The comparison conducted here suggests that the SB model indeed
outputs predictions that reflect the set of rules we extracted from
the class definitions better than its BB counterpart. This validates the
intermediate concept predictions and the correction activation as a
reliable source of explanations.

5.2.6. Computational complexity
The SB model contains additional model parameters due to the

specialization of the last layers of the CNN to intermediate concept
prediction and correction activations generation. Moreover, during
training, the SB model has additional loss terms for the correction ac-
tivations sparsity constraint and the intermediate concepts regression.
Training and inference times for the BB and SB models are displayed
in Table 13. They were obtained by running our implementation on a
Linux workstation with an AMD Ryzen 9 3950X CPU and an NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090 graphics card. They demonstrate that the use of the
SB model instead of the BB model introduces a proportionally small
increase of the number of trainable parameters. Training and inference
times are only slightly increased and remain suitable for large-scale
forest mapping.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we explored the use of prior knowledge of forest
definitions to make a deep learning model for forest mapping more
explainable. More specifically, prior knowledge consisted in the iden-
tification of a few key concepts, tree height and tree canopy density,
along with a set rules combining these variables, that approximate the
class definitions. Crucially, these definitions directly correspond to pro-
cedures employed during manual forest annotations. We designed the
explainable model based on this knowledge, with a semantic bottleneck
where key concepts are explicitly quantified, and a rule application
module that assigns class-probabilities based on the estimated concept
values. We enabled the model to learn additional patterns contained in
the targets through correction activations, which modify the rule-based
predictions to better match the targets. We applied our model on a
challenging forest mapping task over Switzerland, using high resolution
aerial imagery, and focused on the treeline ecotone where different
forest definitions can lead to radically different maps.

The constraints of the explainable model lead to predicted forest
maps that are less similar to the targets than a black-box counterpart,
but nicely reveal patterns in the targets that are not covered by the
rules. Analysis of the correction activations clearly emphasized these
patterns, especially systematic open forest predictions at forest bound-
aries yielded by the explainable model. One could want to explicitly

incorporate such pattern into the rules or into the correction process
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Fig. 16. Confusion matrices of the TLM labels and BB and SB predictions using the NFI-derived labels as a reference.
Fig. 17. Extracts of TLM labels and model predictions at two NFI plots. Center red dot: location of the plot. 𝑐fp/a and 𝑐ft are the forest presence/absence and forest type (OF, CF,
SF) correction activations (n: neutral, +: in favor, -: against, --: strongly against). The color legend is similar to Fig. 8.
as new prior knowledge about the forest mapping process. Moreover,
evaluation of the intermediate concept estimations indicates ways to
make the rule enforcement more accurate and as a result, improve
the overall model. Our results suggest that the model is missing some
cues to quantify tree height. This cannot be detected by using only a
black-box model.

Besides guiding the model’s design, constraining the model’s deci-
sion process also enables extracting simple explanations for any model
decision. Indeed, along with each of its decisions, our explainable
model provides additional predictions, namely the two intermediate
concepts (tree canopy density and tree height) and the correction
value, for each class and for each pixel. Paired with the set of rules
encoded in the model, they form concise and logical explanations that
mirror the decision process of a human annotator. Comparison with
Swiss National Forest Inventory plot data demonstrated how these
explanations can facilitate interpretation and links between datasets.
16
Another possible use of these explanations is editing of the model
predictions to match one’s specific needs—for example, one can inspect
the explanations to make local manual modifications. One can also alter
the rules application or correction process to modify the predictions in
a systematic way.

More generally, the use of a semantic bottleneck forces the model
to partially or completely rely on some concepts that we know are
relevant to the task. This limits the use of spurious cues by the model.
Additionally, if the intermediate concept predictions are accurate, it
prevents the model from producing illogical, or physically implausible
predictions. If the intermediate predictions are wrong, inspection of
the intermediate concept estimations enables easily attributing the final
prediction error to one or several of these intermediate predictions. All
these elements allow for more trust in the model.

However, it should be noted that while we made the final layers of
decision more explainable, the intermediate concepts predictions and
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Fig. A.18. Visual extracts of the forest mapping results with the BB model trained with and without a DEM as input.
Fig. A.19. Confusion matrices of the BB model with and without using a task hierarchy,
using TLM targets as reference.

the correction activations generation still rely on a black-box CNN. We
chose to leverage the expressive power of CNNs to measure some inter-
mediate concepts, and combine these concepts with simple functions,
to make the overall model more explainable.

While we focused on forest mapping at the treeline ecotone with
aerial imagery, the methodology proposed here can be adapted to forest
mapping in other ecotones, or to other types of remote sensing imagery.
More importantly, it can be transferred to any other land cover map-
ping task involving class definitions or annotation instructions relying
on concepts that can be quantified, allowing to leverage this prior
knowledge to make the model more explainable.
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Appendix. Ablation experiments

A.1. Use of the digital elevation model as input

In order to assess the benefit of using a DEM as additional input
to the forest mapping model, we train a model similar to the BB
model, which uses aerial images as the only input. This model yields
lower segmentation scores than the BB model using both aerial images
and the DEM (Table A.14), in particular for the SF class. The visual
extracts displayed in Fig. A.18 suggest that one of the reasons for this
performance loss is a higher number of false positive forest predictions
above the treeline. We hypothesize that the model uses high altitude
values as an indicator of low probability of presence of forest, and
topography in general as a useful covariate for shrub forest mapping.

A.2. Hierarchy of the segmentation tasks

We train a model by framing the segmentation task as a 4-classes
task (NF, OF, CF, SF). We use a single-term cross-entropy loss with
class-specific weights that are inversely proportional to the class fre-
quencies, instead of the 2-term loss function of Eq. (6).

We observe a slight decrease of the performance metrics compared
to the model trained in the 2-task configuration (Table A.15). The
confusion matrices displayed in Fig. A.19 reveal that by using the 2-
task configuration, the amount of OF and SF pixels wrongly predicted
as NF decreases noticeably, even though it remains highdecreases. This
is clearly visible in Fig. A.20, where an example of predictions of the
BB model with a single-task and a 2-task configuration is shown. Since
the textures of OF, CF and SF are similar, we hypothesize that merging
these 3 classes into a F class is a useful hint for the model that helps
predicting better forest/non-forest boundaries.
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Fig. A.20. Visual extracts of the forest mapping results with the BB model with and without using a task hierarchy.
Table A.14
Per-class and averaged IoU and F-1 scores on the test set for the BB model with and without a DEM as input.

Forest type Forest presence/absence

OF CF SF Average NF F Average

IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1

BB 0.34 0.51 0.87 0.93 0.47 0.64 0.56 0.69 0.91 0.95 0.80 0.89 0.85 0.92
BB without DEM 0.33 0.49 0.86 0.92 0.40 0.57 0.53 0.66 0.90 0.95 0.77 0.87 0.83 0.91
Table A.15
Per-class and averaged IoU and F-1 scores on the test set for the BB model with and without using a task hierarchy.

NF OF CF SF Average

IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1 IoU f-1 mIoU f-1

BB 0.91 0.95 0.19 0.33 0.78 0.89 0.25 0.40 0.54 0.64
BB (single task) 0.90 0.95 0.19 0.31 0.76 0.86 0.24 0.39 0.52 0.63
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